
CARE & HANDLING YOUR DIGIPRINT MAT

CAUTION 
 
KEEP THE STORAGE TUBES
To ensure the longevity of your DigiPrint Mat 

topcoat and artwork, it is important to always roll-up and 
store your mat with the supplied storage tubes. Rolling 
your DigiPrint Mat without storage tubes may result 
in cracking and premature deteriation of the mat’s 
topcoat and artwork. By rolling your mat with the supplied 
storage tubes ensures the mat is not rolled too tight. 

 
 

FOR ZIP MATS (RESI-LOCK CONNECTION): 
To protect your Resi-Lock track system from damage 
while being rolled and stored, it is important to align your 
mat tube centered on-top of the track system as shown.

Preparing Your Mat for Storage:
Always inspect, clean, and dry the mat before storing.

TAPED DIGIPRINT MAT:
Remove any mat tape. It is important to 
remove mat tape. Should mat tape remain 
on the surface for an extended period of time, 
it may permanently bond to the mat surface and cause 
surface damage and/or peeling.

ZIP (RESI-LOCK) DIGIPRINT MAT:
STEP 1: Start with the LAST section, it  
should be the section farthest to the RIGHT  
of the Scoring Table.

Release the Resi-Lock Connection on the OVERLAPPING  
“male” section by carefully  separating the top “male” from 
the bottom “female”  at the engineered relief on the end of 
the track system.

STEP 2: Once the OVERLAPPING “male” track is 
released, begin to roll-up the mat section.

IMPORTANT
Rolling / Mat Tubes
Always roll the mat onto a mat storage tube. 

Because of the nature and properties of the topcoat and 
artwork, cracking may occur. To help reduce this risk, 
never roll-up your mat without storage tubes.

Securing the Mat
Secure the rolled mat by using the mat straps that were 
provided with your mat. Pull the straps snug. Do not over-
tighten the straps.

Storing the Mat
Once each of the mat sections 
are rolled, use the supplied  straps 
to secure each roll. Store each 
mat section on END. If your 
mat contains the Resi-Lock 
Connection System, stand each 
section on END  with the “male” 
track of Resi-Lock Connection 
System  facing UP. 

Store each section in a warm, dry area away. Never store 
a mat on a mat mover, cart, or transporter.

If storing a mat on the floor, the floor should be clean and 
dry. If moisture is a concern, place a barrier of smooth 
plastic underneath the mat to prevent water or moisture 
from contacting the mat and/or foam.
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CARE & CLEANING YOUR DIGIPRINT MAT

CARE & CLEANING YOUR DIGIPRINT MAT
1. Use a Swiffer® or dry mop to gently remove any 

loose dirt.
2. Use a clean, laundered mop. Mop the mat using 

the proper ratio of disinfectant product to water. 
Resilite recommends KenClean Plus. Always 
follow the disinfectant label to be certain the 
proper ratio is mixed. Too much disinfectant is 
wasteful and may lead to your mat becoming 
slippery and retaining more dirt.

3. Use a clean, dry mop or soft cloth to remove 
excess cleaning solution from the mat surface.

4. Allow the mat to fully dry before use or rolling the 
mat to store.

If you notice a film that causes a 
“stickiness” feel to the mat surface:

We have developed a DigiPrint Mat 
Surface Restorer. This cleaner can be 
used on any DigiPrint Mat to condition and 
restore the mat surface to its original feel. 
The Mat Surface Restorer will take away 
the “stickiness” and return your mat to a 
“like-new” mat surface feel.

NOTE: Always read the label of the DigiPrint Mat Surface 
Restorer and follow the directions. Use of too little restorer 
will not activate the topcoat properly.
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